IOT ENVIRONMENTAL RISKS

How to create a
sustainable IoT
 As the IoT extends its reach product designers must consider the environmental impact of their ideas, writes Kristopher Ardis
Let’s indulge the hyperbole of the
internet of things (IoT) for a moment:
do we have the silicon to connect 50
billion devices?
Do we have the networks to allow
them to get data to the cloud? Do we
have the manufacturing capacity to
build enough devices for every person
on the planet to have seven connected
things? Probably, yes.
Now let’s succumb to the reality of
the IoT: do we have a plan to cleanly
dispose of billions of batteries each
year? Do we have the landﬁll space

for all the discarded devices that didn’t
work past a year?
Do we have enough insurance for
damages arising out of malicious
bot attacks? Do we have enough
engineering capacity to build all of
these diﬀerent IoT devices within our
lifetime?
Maybe not.
The greatest promise of the IoT is
the ability to invisibly connect things to
improve the eﬃciency of our work and
our lives.
We have the technology to sense a lot

of things, and the ability to process a lot
of that data, so the answer to “can we”
build IoT devices is, generally yes.
But the answer to “should we” isn’t
always a “yes” – if the devices aren’t
robust, they won’t last and their value is
limited. The return on investment (ROI)
for deploying these devices won’t make
sense if their lifetimes are limited.
Semiconductor companies work to
close the “should we” gap by providing
power-eﬃcient, robust, and secure
silicon for sensing and controlling the
world around us.

Powering the IoT responsibly
Fifty billion devices is a lot. Just think
about your own graveyard of electronic
devices – probably mostly old phones
and laptops, each with its own battery
and obsolete electronic components.
As devices get cheaper and we bring
more of them into the house, we create
the potential for much larger quantities
of scrap.
Many of us save old laptops and
phones because our data is on them.
We may not, however, have such a
connection to old thermostats or ﬁtness
trackers, so many of these devices
may end up in landﬁlls.
The alternative is to
use replaceable
batteries
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– but that scenario isn’t much better.
Instead of piles of electronic devices
we’ll have piles of discarded batteries.
Semiconductor companies have
the opportunity to ensure the IoT is
powered responsibly, reducing the
number of discarded batteries by
extending the life and usefulness of
remote sensors.
Microcontrollers such as Maxim’s
MAX32630 have plenty of horsepower
and memory space to tackle complex,
value-added IoT applications while
consuming only 3.4µW from the
battery (backing up 512KB SRAM).
Power management ICs such as
its MAX14745 wearable chargemanagement solution ensure that power
is delivered eﬃciently from the battery
to the system, minimising loss from
power regulation.
And power-conscious sensors made
for wearable applications minimise
the battery impact of detecting the
real world.
The result is sensors that can last
longer and do more processing.
Nodes that can make more intelligent
remote decisions help reduce network
congestion when they don’t have to go
to the cloud to make decisions, which
saves power by eliminating useless
network traﬃc.
Making the IoT last
The latest connected door locks and
toasters are great, that is until someone
releases a new home connectivity API,
or a critical bug is patched in ﬁrmware.
If these updates need human
intervention to manage, then the
diﬃculty of using those devices goes up
as the ROI goes down.
However, updates are critical to IoT
devices – new players in the cloud
computing space may create a need
to send data to new locations, new
functionality may be dreamed up by the
device engineers and security risks may
warrant a review of the functionality of
an IoT device.
But if IoT devices can’t be updated,
they run the risk of becoming obsolete
every time the market changes.
To make IoT devices last, they need
the ability to be updated in the ﬁeld.
There are security aspects to this,
but there is also a practical need for
suﬃcient memory to handle a ﬁrmware

The MAX32631 is an example of a low-power ARM Cortex-M4 with FPU processor that also
integrates high-performance cryptographic engines

upgrade. Typically, you need to be
able to store both the old and the new
revision of ﬁrmware until you are sure
that you have downloaded the correct
new ﬁrmware.
Microcontrollers such as Maxim’s
have more ﬂash and SRAM than any
other low-power microcontrollers
and can extend their address space to
external memory chips connected via
Quad-SPI, ensuring that embedded
applications can upgrade to any degree
of complexity.
Trusting the IoT
The answer to “should we build the
IoT” is getting a little clearer. We can
build devices with low enough power
to mitigate the number of batteries and
devices that ﬁnd their ways to a landﬁll.
We can build devices that are ﬂexible

“

The biggest
challenge looming
over the internet
of things is trust

enough to be upgraded for future needs:
new home connectivity protocols, new
functionality, or just ﬁxing bugs in what
got deployed in the ﬁrst place.
But the biggest challenge looming
over the IoT is trust. The sensors we
buy and deploy will collect intimate
data about us: when we are home,
what we watch on TV, and what
appliances consume electricity in our
houses, for example.
Some IoT devices may control
critical functions in our homes: whether
electricity can be delivered to the
house, what the temperature setting for
the house should be, whether the garage
door is down or up.
When you talk about the IoT in
industrial settings, the threats are even
more severe: will your city continue to
have reliable electricity, will nuclear
power plants operate as intended,
will manufacturing lines operate
productively or will they break due
to malware?
The IoT needs to be both trusted
and invisible – two seemingly at-odds
goals. Trusted means constant security
patches, which require user intervention
(and, thus, ruin invisibility), right?
Not necessarily.
Security can be built into

cost-eﬀective IoT nodes from the
beginning. Long the domain of critical
infrastructure and ﬁnancial transactions,
powerful cryptographic tools are
available in low-power microcontrollers
and companion processors that provide
eﬀective toolboxes for letting a
Bluetooth heart-rate sensor employ the
same cryptographic tools as a credit
card terminal.
IoT nodes can use advanced
techniques such as elliptic-curve
cryptography, making systems widely
deployable without risking system
secret keys.
By using special hardware to
implement these cryptographic
techniques, the IoT nodes perform
their secure functions faster and at
lower power than if they tried to do so
in software.
Using these industry-standard
cryptographic tools, IoT nodes can boot
securely only from trusted code bases,
setting the stage for future, invisible
feature upgrades and even security
patches. The IoT can be secure and
invisible after all.
Can we? Should we?
The technology is there to build
plenty of IoT nodes, but real-world
challenges must be solved before the
ROI calculations fall in favour of
deployment.
Battery replacement must be
mitigated and product life extended
to maximise the potential lifetime of
sensors and actuators.
Future-proof IoT devices must be able
to update as communications protocols
and processing demands change. And
the data we receive along with the
commands we send must be trusted.
The goal is to make the IoT invisible.
Semiconductor companies are working
to make sure IoT devices get deployed
once and can safely be forgotten. 
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